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Abstract-This paper presents several fire and smoke identification 

algorithms based on attention mechanism, the proposed 

algorithms add the attention mechanism into traditional 
algorithms for the fire and smoke identification, which can get 

the possible regions of fire and smoke quickly by saliency images, 

and highly accelerate the computing process. Firstly, the 

attention mechanism is used to get the saliency images. Secondly, 

the Otsu method is used to segment the saliency images. Finally, 
ROIs (Regions of Interest) are analyzed by the fire or smoke 

features, in order to judge whether the fire and smoke exists or 

not. To judge the fire, the fire color and intensity features are 

used. S imilarly, the color and circularity features are be used to 

judge the smoke. 

Keywords-fire; smoke; attention mechanism; otsu; region of 
interest 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Conventional detection algorithms [1] for the fire and 
smoke disasters are widely  used nowadays, and researches all 

over the world have done a lot of work on the algorithms, but 
most of the algorithms make use of some confined features, 

such as color, circularity and intensity features and so on. In 
these algorithms, in order to identify the fire  and smoke, they 

must scan the whole image from the first pixel to last one. Thus, 

it is a very low efficiency, and the extracting regions of the fire  
or smoke are also not integrated. Attention mechanism is a 

relatively new technique; it can focus on a specific object 
quickly, and give priority to it. Therefore, it is introduced to the 

proposed fire and smoke identification algorithms, which can 
reduce the scanning area, and improve the integrity of the 

regions of the fire or s moke. 

II. ATTENTION MECHANISM 

It is known that human’s visual system gradually formed an  
attention mechanism to filter unrelated information in the 

process of evolution; the attention mechanism is able  to focus 

on specific significant object quickly, and give priority to it [2]. 
The attention mechanism can be div ided into two cases: 

bottom-up [3] and top-down, the former is based on low-level 
vision, driven by data; the latter is based on advanced vision, 

driven by mission. This paper uses the former bottom-up 
attention mechanism by through various low-level features of 

images for generating saliency map. Its [4] uses early visual 
features such as color, brightness and direction, establishes a 

general bottom-up vision attention computational model, it  

does the low-level feature extraction in several spatial scales, 

and generates three characteristics descriptions through a 
combination of the feature maps which corresponds to color, 

brightness and direction respectively, the saliency maps are 

linear combination of the three significant characteristics. 

Based on analyzing 5 typical detection algorithms for 

salient regions[5], Achanta and others put forward an algorithm 
for frequency-tuned  salient region detection, which is called  

FT algorithm. The algorithm is simple and efficient; it  can 
generate full resolution of the saliency images, and preserve the 

edges of the salient objects commendably. Achanta suggests 

that a saliency image should include a wide range of frequency 
as much as possible. Let wlcbe a low frequency cut-off value 

and whcbe a high frequency cut-off value, therefore, wlcshould 
be as low as possible, and whc should be as high as possible. 

The algorithm of finding the saliency map S for an image I 
with width W and height H pixels can thus be formulated as: 

S x, y = |Iμ −  Iw hc
 x, y |

Where Iμis an arithmetic mean pixel value of the image and 
Iwhc is the Gaussian blurred version of the original images to 

eliminate the fine texture details as well as noises and coding 

artifacts. Iμ corresponds to the ―surround‖, and Iwhccor 
responds to the ―center‖ which Itti’s algorithm mentioned. 

To extend Eq. (1) to use features of color and luminance, 
Eq.(1) is rewrited as follows: 

S x, y =  Iμ − Iw hc
 x, y  

where color space here is L×a×b. Iμis a mean value of the 

color and luminance feature vector[Lab]T. Iwhcis the 
corresponding image pixel vector value in the Gaussian blurred 

version (using a 5×5 separable binomial kernel) of the original 
image, and || ||is a normofL2. 

The true usefulness of a saliency map is determined by the 
detail application. In this paper, the use of saliency maps is 

considered in the salient object segmentation, the comparisons 

with FT algorithm are presented against the algorithm proposed 
by Itti(examples in fig.1). From these examples, it  can be found 

that the FT algorithm preserves the edges of salient objects 
commendably, while the Itti algorithm preserves less edge 

information than FT algorithm. 
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A :(a)             (b)             (c)           (d)             (e) 

 
B :(a)             (b)             (c)           (d) 

 
C :(a)             (b)             (c)           (d)             (e) 

FIGURE I.  (A) IS THE ORIGINAL IMAGE. (B) IS GROUND TRUTH 

RECTANGLES[6]. (C) IS GROUND TRUTH. (D)ISA SALIENCY IMAGE 
EXTRACTED BY ITTI ALGORITHM. (E) ISA SALIENCY IMAGE 
EXTRACTED BY FT ALGORITHM ADOPTED BY THIS PAPER. 

III. FIRE COLOR FEATURES 

Due to HIS space is more suitable for identification and 
processing than RGB space, therefore, HIS space is used to 

identify the fire color features. HIS has a certain transformation 
relations with RGB, which can be formulated as follows: 

I =
R+G+B

3


S = 1 −
3min (R,G,B)

R +G +B


H =  
, B ≤ G

360 − , B > G
 

θ = arccos  
  R−G + R−B  2 

  R−G 2+ R−B  G−B  2
 

Where, standardize H, S and IasH∈ [0,360], 

S∈ [0,100],I∈ [0,255]. 

It can be known [7] that the value of H, S and I of a  fire  are  

expressed in table 1. According to table 1, the fire image f(x, 
y)can be segmented, and the image g(x, y)can be gotten: 

g x, y =  
1, 𝑖𝑓  f x, y ∈ Tv

0, 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒
 

where, Tvis a vector of H, S and I. 

TABLE I. FIRE’S HUE, SATURATION AND INTENSITY. 

conditions Hue Saturation Intensity 

bright 0~60 40~100 127~255 

dark 0~60 20~100 100~255 

IV. FIRE INTENSITY FEATURES 

Fire  region exist sin homogeneity for Intensity. Some 
places of the fire region are lighter than others, which forms 

spatiality for the fire intensity. Through extracting fire  intensity 

features, these regions which have color features can be ruled 
out, but not have intensity features, therefore, firstly, calculated 

the average value of fire intensity: 

Ispatial
        =

 I Pj 
N
j=1

N
  

then, the change of fire intensity is defined as: 

Ispatial =
  I Pj  − Ispatial  

2N
j=1

N
 

where, I(Pj)is the intensity value of pixel Pj. In order to extract 

fire reg ions which have fire intensity features, a thres hold Tiis 
set according to the experiments. Assuming that the input 

image is f(x, y) and the output image is g(x, y), the formula can 
be described as follows: 

g x, y =  
0, 𝑓(𝑥 , 𝑦) < Ti

1, 𝑓(𝑥 , 𝑦) ≥ Ti

 

V. SMOKE COLOR FEATURES 

Similarly, Smoke has color feature in color space. In the 
early fire, s moke presents pewter. In  RGB space, the smoke 

color features cannot be separated from red, green or blue 
components to determine. It can be determined jointly by red, 

green and blue components. It can be found that the three 

components have approximately equal values. Letαbe a 
parameter to represent similar degree of R, G and B, and it can 

be defined as: 

α = max  R − G ,  G − B ,  B − R  

where, the range of values for αis 15 to 20 after a lot of 

experiments. 

In HIS space, the value ranges for H is 175 to 185. 

According to the smoke color features and HIS color distance, 
the pixels which have the same color feature can be clustered in 

a class, and others in another class. This algorithm process is 
shown in fig.2. 

Input image

Convert form RGB to HIS

Choose datum pixel A

Scan next pixel

D <= 0.2

Reserve Reject

Output image

Calculate the distance D between 

the pixel and A

yes no

 
FIGURE II. FLOWCHART OF SMOKE COLOR FEATURES. 
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① Choose datum pixel: scan pixel X one by one, and 

choose the one which meets the value ranges for α 
and H as datum pixel A. 

② Calculate HIS value of next  pixel: scan next pixel B, 
and calculate its values of H, I and S. 

③ Calculate the distance D between A and B: 

D =  V1 + V2 + V3 

V1 =  I − i 2 

V2 = S ∙ cosH − s ∙ cosh ∙  S ∙ cosH − s ∙ cosh 

V3 = S ∙ cosH − s ∙ sinh ∙  S ∙ sinh − s ∙ sinh 

④ Reserve the pixel which has smoke color features: 

when D is less than 0.2, reserve the pixel, repeat steps 

②–④. 

VI. SMOKE CIRCULARITY FEATURES 

As the smoke represents irregular shape, the property can 

be used to exclude these objects which has smoke color 
features, but has not irregular shape in background. The 

irregular shapes of smoke will change with air flow, it is 
difficult to measure the shape. Therefore, the circularity is used 

to indicate the complexity of the shape. The circularity is 
defined as: 

C = L2

4πS 

where, Lis perimeter, and Sis area. When an object is a circle, 

its circularity value Cis 1 which is the min imal value. 

 
A:(a)             (b)             (c)           (d)             (e) 

 
B:(a)             (b)             (c)           (d)             (e) 

 
C:(a)             (b)             (c)           (d)             (e) 

 
D:(a)             (b)             (c)           (d)             (e) 

FIGURE III.  (A) IS ORIGINAL IMAGE. (B) IS SALIENCY IMAGE 
EXTRACTED BY FT ALGORITHM ADOPTED BY THIS PAPER. (C) ISA 

SMOKE OR FIRE IMAGE IDENTIFIED BY TRADITIONAL 
ALGORITHM. (D) ISA SMOKE OR FIRE IMAGE IDENTIFIED BY THE 

PROPOSED METHOD. (E) IS (D)’S BINARY IMAGE. 

VII. COMPARISONS 

The true usefulness of a saliency map is determined by its 

application. The use of saliency maps in this paper is 
considered in the fire  and smoke identification. To segment the 

fire and smoke regions, we need to extract saliency objects of 
original image firstly, and then judge these object whether meet 

the features of fire or s moke. The comparisons with the 
proposed algorithm in this paper are presented against the 

traditional ones (examples in fig.3). In the first experiment, a  

smoke image is used as input image. In the second experiment, 
a fire image is used as input image. 

It is easy to know from the experimental results that the 
proposed algorithm is better than the traditional algorithms. 

The traditional algorithms base on pixel, while  the proposed 
algorithm bases on saliency region. Therefore, the fire or 

smoke images in traditional algorithms are incomplete and 

noisy, while the fire or smoke images in the proposed 
algorithm are integrated and unadulterated. 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

This research develops a fire  and smoke algorithm based on 

the attention mechanism to provide an early  alarm for the fire  
accidents. The attention mechanism is used into the algorithm 

to improve the efficiency and reliability of the fire and smoke 
detection. The experimental results show that the proposed 

algorithm can provide a reliable and cost-effective solution for 
the fire and smoke detection, and it may be more attractive than 

the traditional algorithms of the fire  and smoke detection. 
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